WRITNG TASK 2

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.

Write about the following topic:

Blood sports have become a hot topic for debate in recent years. As society develops it is increasingly seen as an uncivilized activity and cruel to the helpless animals that are killed. All blood sports should be banned. Discuss the main arguments for this statement and give your own opinion.

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own knowledge or experience.

You should write at least 250 words.

Now days, humanity is reduced or diminished among the human for the sake of their own happiness. Pride and the past culture are the two significant causes for the cunning game “Blood sport”. Moreover, they are not in the recent era and proliferating quickly, instead they are the successor of the previous old tradition.

Owing to that, in the history shows people followed many other sports related to human physique and mind, but hurting and hunting is easy compared to others. So society took the evil event in spite of good and considered it as the honor to be a superior and to show their supreme power.

Additionally, the blood event has attaining its popularity in the recent decade because of the enthrallment and people avid for the sport in relates to others. Nevertheless, everyone must understand and feel the pain of the living being that posses when it is competing in the arena. It is limpid to watch but hard to play.

However, the value of the life is to be considered as the same as like everyone’s precious life. They must behave and see as their own pet. Some organization and private sector are there in the recent years to protect and provide life. In spite of this individual responsibility is more important in this aspect.

At the end, from my perception-banning blood sport is not a solution for this arrogance, as it would increase rather declining. Instead, government or private organization could conduct private camps to make people aware of this inhumanity and provide laws to regulate this event and could restrict this event should happen only for certain festivals. Yet, it is immortal to kill animals for self-esteem and money.